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Discover the City

La Rambla

Camp Nou

Barcelona Cathedral

Park Güell

Parc de la Ciutadella

Rent a bike and cycle
through  Barcelona

Click here to view the map

Bus Tours: Hop-on, hop-off

Buses
around
Barcelona

Spice Cafe
An independantly owned coffee shop in

the heart of Poble Sec, offering delicious

home baked goods.

Cafés, Bars & Restaurants

Nabucco Tiramisu
Nabucco Tiramisu is a bakery, an

artisan coffee shop where we bake

daily simple and creative cakes and

pies. It is a lively, relaxed and

welcoming place.

Cafe el Magnifico
With the most rigorous unique choice of

coffees, the tasters of Cafes El Magnifico

evaluate hundreds of samples each year

Viana  
 

A restaurant born from the

working class tradition of simple

ingredients, locally sourced and

simply cooked, no fuss, no drama,

just delicious tasting dishes.
Top Restaurants in Barcelona

Quirky Restaurants in Barcelona

Bobby gin
You’ll notice that we have over 200

different varieties of spirits in our bottle

rack. The most important thing is we

can tell you about every single one and

how to mix them.

Marmalade
An extensive cocktail selection, this

stunning bar is split into four

different areas. Each area is

decorated with beautiful sofas, 

360 Terrace
Boasting spectacular 360-degree,

panoramic view of Barcelona,

this bar is one of the most

sought-after locations in the city.

ACCÉS RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE 

Petit Pau

Acces restaurant and lounge bar

“Barcelona's best kept secret”, is

situated in the center of Barcelona.

Its unique and stylish design will

have you astonished on arrival.

With an extensive menu of

signature cocktails, and its

vintage style decoration, in the

Viana you will find the perfect

atmosphere

Hidden Gems Grec Gardens Amphi-Theatre

Night LifeMató

El Paradiso, this stylish speakeasy is hidden

away behind the cover of a trendy Pastrami Bar

in the heart of El Born. Simply give a knowing

look to the person behind the counter and

they’ll let you in through to the back when the

time is right.

Carved into the side of Montjuïc hill, the amphitheatre

in the Grec Gardens was constructed in 1929.Today the

theatre is used each year in July for the Grec Festival,

but the rest of the year the gardens and theatre are

open to the public, and make for a great place to read

a book or have a picnic.

Considered by many to be one of the best places for a

night out in Europe, Barcelona has a thriving

nightlife which attracts music lovers and partygoers

from across the world. Home to a number of great

clubs playing everything from afro-beat to post-punk,

Soft, sweet, and spreadable (a lot like ricotta),

the Catalans eat this unsalted goats cheese

with honey and walnuts – the perfect regional

dessert!

Insider Tips

How to get around

Privileged location only a 10 minute walk from las Rambla, the port and the Fira de

Barcelona and a 10 minute drive from the beach at Mar Bella

Great communication: metro station, bus stop and taxi rank outside the hotel. Only 2

metro stops from SANTS AVE train and bus station and 15 minutes by car to the

airport

Surrounded by restaurants, theatres, museums, tapas bars, nightspots and near the

Sala Apolo

Near boutiques, shops and shopping malls (Maremagnum and Las Arenas) and only

5 minutes on foot from a bus stop that goes directly to LA ROCA VILLAGE, chic outlet

shopping

Taxis are always available in
Barcelona. It should be easy to
catch one just on the road.
Please, see here Taxi numers:
+34 902 90 75 08

 +34 687 68 19 42
 +34 602 10 42 19

Public Transport

Where to stay

TRYP Apolo Barcelona

Book your
room
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